Evidences that support a claim "a subject phrase promotes or suppresses a value" help in making a rational decision. We aim to construct a model that can classify if a particular evidence supports a claim of a promoting/suppressing relationship given an arbitrary subject-value pair. In this paper, we propose a recurrent neural network (RNN) with an attention model to classify such evidences. We incorporated a word embedding technique in an attention model such that our method generalizes for never-encountered subjects and value phrases. Benchmarks showed that the method outperforms conventional methods in evidence classification tasks.
Introduction
With recent trend of big data and electronic records, it is getting increasingly important to collect evidences that support a claim, which usually comes along with a decision, for rational decision making. Argument mining can be utilized for this purpose because an argument itself is an opinion of the author that supports the claim, and an argument usually consists of evidences that support the claim. Identification of a claim has been rigorously studied in argument mining including extraction of arguments (Levy et al., 2014; Boltui and najder, 2014; Sardianos et al., 2015; Nguyen and Litman, 2015) and classification of claims (Sobhani et al., 2015) .
Our goal is to achieve classification of positive and negative effects of a subject in a form "a subject phrase S promotes/suppresses a value V." For example, given a subject S = gambling, a value V = crime and a text X = casino increases theft, we can say that X supports a claim of gambling (S) promotes crime (V) relationship. Such a technique is important because it allows extracting both sides of an opinion to be used in decision makings (Sato et al., 2015) .
We take a deep learning approach for this evidence classification, which has started to outperform conventional methods in many linguistic tasks (Collobert et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) . Our work is based on a neural attention model, which had promising result in a translation task (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and in a sentiment classification task (Zichao et al., 2016) . The neural attention model achieved these by focusing on important phrases; e.g. when V is economy and X is Gambling boosts the city's revenue., the attention layer focuses near the phrase boosts the city's revenue.
The neural attention model was previously applied to aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) (Yanase et al., 2016) , which has some similarity to the evidence classification in that it classifies sentimental polarities towards a subject S given an aspect (corresponding to V) (Pontiki et al., 2015) . A limitation of (Yanase et al., 2016) was that the learned attention layer is tightly attached to each S or V and does not generalize for neverencountered subjects/values. This means that it requires manually labeled data for all possible subjects and values, which is not practicable. Instead, when we train a model to classify an evidence that supports a claim of a relationship between, for example, gambling and crime, we want the same learned model to work for other S and V pairs such as smoking and health. In other words, we want the model to learn how to classify evidences that support a relationship of S and V, rather than learning the relationship itself.
In this paper, we propose a neural attention model that can learn to focus on important phrases from text even when S and V are never encountered, allowing the neural attention model to be applied to the evidence classification. We extend the neural attention model by modeling the attention layer using a distributed representation of words in which similar words are treated in a similar manner. We also report benchmarks of the method against previous works in both neural and lexiconbased approaches. We show that the method can effectively generalize to an evidence classification task with never-encountered phrases.
Neural Attention Model
Given a subject phrase S, a value phrase V, and a text X , our model aims to classify whether X supports S promotes or suppresses V. A text X is a sequence of word tokens, and the classification result is outputted as a real value y ∈ [0.0, 1.0] that denotes the promoting/suppressing polarity; i.e., X has a higher chance of supporting the promoting claim if it is nearer to 1.0 and the suppressing claim if it is nearer to 0.0. Our method is shown in Figure 1 . First of all, we apply skip-gram-based word embedding (Mikolov et al., 2013) to each token in X and obtain a varying-length sequence of distributed representations X = x 0 , x 1 , ..., x T , where T is the number of tokens in the sentence. This is to allow words with similar meaning to be treated in a similar manner.
We also apply word embedding to S and V to obtain x s and x v respectively. This is a core idea Table 1 : Subject phrases and value phrases in the dataset on making attention model generalize to first encountered words. In case there exists more than one word in S and V, we take an average of word embedding vectors. Next, the word vector sequence X is inputted to a recurrent neural network (RNN) to encode contextual information into each token. The RNN calculates an output vector for each x t at token position t. We use a bi-directional RNN (BiRNN) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) to consider both forward context and backward context. A forward RNN processes tokens from head to tail to obtain a forward RNN-encoded vector − → u t , and a backward RNN processes tokens from tail to head to obtain a backward RNN-encoded ← − u t . The output vector is u t = − → u t || ← − u t , where || is the concatenation of vectors. We tested the method with long short-term memory (LSTM) (Sak et al., 2014) and gated recurrent units (GRUs) as implementations of RNN units.
Lastly, we filter tokens with S and V to determine the importance of each token and to extract information about the interactions of S and V. In the attention layer, attention weight s t ∈ R at each token t is calculated using subject phrase vector x s . We model attention with Equation (1) in which W s is a parameter that is updated alongside the RNN during the training.
Then, we take the softmax over all tokens in a sentence for normalization. Table 3 : Performance of the classifiers. The best result for each metric is shown bold.
The attentionṽ t ∈ R for the value vector is calculated likewise using a parameter W v .s t andṽ t are used as the weight of each token u t to obtain sentence feature vector z.
Finally, the polarity y of the claim is calculated two-layered fully-connected perceptrons with logistic sigmoid functions.
The model is trained by backpropagation using cross entropy as the loss and AdaGrad as the optimizer (Duchi et al., 2011) . During training, parameters of fully-connected layers, RNN, W s , and W v are updated. Note that x s , x v are not updated unlike (Yanase et al., 2016) . Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014 ) is applied to the input and output of the RNN and gradient norm is clipped to 5.0 to improve the stability.
Experiments
The purpose of this experiment was to test if the proposed RNN with word embedding-based attention model could perform well in a evidence classification task. We benchmarked our method to the RNN without an attention model and conventional lexicon-based classification methods.
Dataset
We chose seven subject phrases and one or two value phrases for each subject phrase (total of 13 pairs) as shown in Table 1 . For each pair of S and V, we extracted sentences having both S and V within two adjacent sentences from Annotated , 2012) . From candidates of 7000 sentences, we manually extracted and labeled 1,085 self-contained sentences that support promoting/suppressing relationship. We allowed sentences in which S, V did not appear. We chose five subject phrases as training data and other two as test data. Notice that only a fraction of the test data had overlapping value phrases with the training data.
Metrics
We compared the methods in terms of the area under a precision-recall curve (AUC-PR) because it represents a method's performance well even when data are skewed (Davis and Goadrich, 2006) . The area under a curve is obtained by first calculating precision-recall for every possible threshold (precision-recall curve) and integrating the curve with trapezoidal rule. We took the average AUC-PR for when the promoting or suppressing claim was taken as positive because it was a binary clas-# Text 1. S Smoking costs some 22 000 Czech citizens their lives every year though the tobacco industry earns huge profits for the nation V Smoking costs some 22 000 Czech citizens their lives every year though the tobacco industry earns huge profits for the nation 2. S For the nation the health costs of smoking far outweigh the economic benefits of a thriving tobacco industry the commentary said V For the nation the health costs of smoking far outweigh the economic benefits of a thriving tobacco industry the commentary said Table 4 : Visualization of attention in test data with S =smoking and V =income. Highlights showŝ t andv t . An underlined word had the smallest cosine distance to S and V, respectively. sification task. We calculated the area under a receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) in a similar manner as a reference.
Since we formulated the learning algorithm in regression-like manner, we chose the cutoff value with the best macro-precision within the training dataset to obtain predicted label. This was used to calculate the macro-precision, the accuracy and the McNemar's test, which were for a reference.
Baselines
Baselines in this experiment were as follows.
Bag-of-Words (BoW) Dictionary of all words in training/test texts, S and V were used. The word counts vector was concatenated with one-hot (or n-hot in case of a phrase) vectors of S and V and used as a feature for a classifier. Bag-of-Means (BoM) The average word embedding (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) was used as a feature for a classifier. BiRNN without attention layer This was the same as our method except that it took an average of the BiRNN output and concatenated it with the word vector from S and V to be fed into the perceptron; i.e., z = x s ||x v || t (u t ).
We tested BoW and BoM with a linear support vector machine (LSVM) and random forest (RF), and BoW with multinomial naïve bayes (NB). We carried out 5-fold cross validation within a training dataset, treating each subject phrase S as a fold, to determine the best performing hyperparameters and classifiers. The best performing classifier for BoM was RF with 27 estimators. The best performing classifier for BoW was NB with α = 0.38 with no consideration of prior probabilities.
System setting
We tuned hyperparameters for our method and the BiRNN in the same manner. The best settings are shown in Table 2 .
For the BoM, BiRNN and BiRNN+ATT, we used pretrained word embedding of three hundred dimensional vectors trained with the Google News Corpus 1 . We pretrained the BiRNN and the BiRNN+ATT with the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013) by stacking a logistic regression layer on top of a token-wise average pooling of u t and by predicting the sentiment polarity of phrases.
For the BiRNN and BiRNN+ATT, the maximum token size was 40, and tokens that overflowed were dropped.
BiRNN and BiRNN+ATT were implemented with TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) .
Results
The average AUC-PRs and reference metrics are shown in Table 3 . BiRNN+ATT performed significantly better than baselines with p = 0.016 (BiRNN), p = 1.1 × 10 −15 (BoM) and p = 0.010 (BoW), respectively (McNemar's test). The BiRNN without attention layer was no better than BoW (p = 0.41, McNemar's test).
Precision-recall curves of the baselines and our method are shown in Figure 2 .
Discussion
By extending the neural attention model using a distributed representation of words, we were capable of applying the neural attention model to the evidence classification task with never encountered words. The results implied that it learned how to classify evidences that support a relationship of S and V, rather than the relationship itself.
The attention layer selects which part of the sentence the model uses for classification with magnitudes ofŝ t andv t for each token. We visualize the magnitudes ofŝ t andv t on sentences extracted from a test dataset shown in Table 4 .
We observed that the attention layers react to the target phrases' synonyms and their qualifiers. For example, the value income reacted to the word profit in Table 4 , #1. The classification result and ground truth were both promoting. Generalization to similar words was observed for other words such as Marijuana (S = cannabis) and murder (V = crime). This implies that the attention layers learned to focus on important phrases, which was the reason why the proposed method outperformed conventional BiRNN without an attention layer.
The method failed in Table 4 , #2 in which the ground truth was suppressing and the method predicted promoting. The method shortsightedly focused on the word benefits and failed to comprehend longer context. As a future work, we will incorporate techniques that allow our model to cope with a longer sequence of words.
Conclusion
We proposed a RNN with a word embeddingbased attention model for classification of evidences. Our method outperformed the RNN without an attention model and other conventional methods in benchmarks. The attention layers learned to focus on important phrases even if words were never encountered, implying that our method learned how to classify evidences that support a claim of a relationship of subject and value phrases, rather than the relationship itself.
